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Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoClearco - 04 Oct 2013 16:52
_____________________________________

Ya tenemos la beta

wiki.totalwar.com/w/Total_War_ROME_II:_Patch_4

Cuatro cositas de nada. Vamos que un dia de estos, terminan el juego. O un mes de estos...

Advertencia: Spoiler!Technical and Performance Issues

Further optimisation to Campaign pathfinding.

Improved the performance of selecting units.

Incremental performance improvements, reduced CPU bottleneck in a number of scenarios - further
improvements pending in future patch.

Fixed crashes occurring when entering battles, declaring war, and ending turn after changing the unit
size in the advanced graphics options menu in Campaign modes.

Fixed crash when placing deployables with a single click in invalid locations on the battlefield.

Fixed rare crash in battles when unit banners were moving slowly due to low frame rates.

Fixed an indefinite hang, when attacking Egyptian rebel army across the Nile in Campaign mode.

Fixed crash in the ambush controller caused by incorrectly assuming that an are in an ambush battle
was being loaded, when loading into a multiplayer land battle.

Fixed crash occurs during AI turn cycle, after changing the unit size options while in Campaign mode.

Fix for major performance issue caused by reinforcing naval units in certain circumstances.

The Campaign game will no longer crash when selecting the &quot;Province Details&quot; panel after
selecting &quot;Raise Forces&quot;.

Fix for crash due to transport ships erroneously being able to select shot types.

Fixed Campaign lock up when a rank 2 or higher General dies, after selecting a replacement with the
&quot;Duty Calls&quot; event, then selecting any other open event, and then attempting to open
Diplomacy.

Fixed a crash when rapidly clicking the fire button on the Polybolos unit in Frist Person mode.

Fixed rare crash when selecting an active mission in the Objectives panel in Campaign modes.
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Fixed a rare crashing bug in the campaign when selecting units.

Improved performance of drag-outs and holding space to show unit proxies, by no longer render ghosts
for men and mounts, as they were too expensive to render. Artillery, ships and vehicles still have ghosts
rendered.

Gameplay Improvements

Improved AI construction logic. It now constructs more military buildings.

Improved AI army compositions & unit quality. The AI uses better units and slightly less ranged units.

AI research is more military focused at the start of the campaign.

Slightly reduced the settlement defensive bonuses for the auto-resolver.

Increased the willingness of the AI signing trade agreements and defensive alliance.

The AI are now much more careful with constructing buildings that consume food or increase squalor.
This has improved the AI's ability to fight food shortage problems.

Added more restrictions on the AI running too often making them exhausted by the time they reach their
opponents.

Improvements to the AI defensive ambush behaviour.

AI now have improved ability to place its forces appropriately to deal with simultaneous front and side
attacks. This involves angling and bifurcation of its *line with appropriate units to deal with the players
use of flanking or harassing forces.

Fixed a bug where sometimes AI factions wouldn't generate a stance towards the player at the start of a
Campaign, meaning they started the Campaign neutral to the players faction, and sometimes ask for
peace immediately.

When generating armies, the AI is now more likely to choose elite units when they have the funds to do
so.

Improved AI use of Pikemen in battles.

Fixing bug where the AI will not know what do if river edge hint lines are present in a map without
crossing hint lines. Also improving AI use of phalanx formation in river defence.

Increased chance of AI making alliances in diplomacy.

Slightly increased the effects of diplomatic events on relations with third party factions, and the AI
remembers diplomatic events for a longer period of time.

Difficulty can no longer be changed from the in-campaign game settings whist in a Campaign on
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Legendary difficulty.

Deployed agents on the campaign map, no longer reset back to being un-deployed when they level up.

Fix for missile troops sometimes firing in a &quot;perfect&quot; formation, rather than appearing natural
and offset.

Diplomacy improvements - Factions attitudes towards each other are now mapped with colours on the
map on the diplomacy screen. When your faction is selected, it shows other factions attitudes to you,
and when other faction selected, shows their attitudes to other factions. Also, the factors tooltip now
works between two non-player factions by selecting a non-player faction and moussing over another
faction.

In Multiplayer battles, if the last remaining player in an alliance has a network timeout disconnection, the
game will now be a draw.

Fix for units pursuing enemies when reacting to melee (not for direct orders). *Units will no longer pursue
enemies when reacting to melee.

Fix for bug where units pursuing a routing unit could stop pursuing when the unit rallied even though
they were still not in contact with the target.

Made individual cavalry units breaking out of combat more easily, to reduce units getting stuck in brawls.

Allied armies in siege battles now use separate default deployment lines so they don't deploy crammed
into the same area.

Reduced qualifying trait list for various &quot;Mad&quot; traits (such as &quot;Not quite right&quot; or
&quot;Unhinged&quot;) for generals in campaign modes.

When a port is garrisoned in a port settlement, it is now possible to recruit units to the fleet.

Units are now automatically assigned to siege equipment in deployment.

If an AI faction offers an alliance to the player, it is no longer possible to offer satrapy status and have
both active offers at the same time.

Fixed the firing arch for African elephant units.

The Loose formation button has been added for certain units in battle.

Teutoburg Forest historic battle is now more tolerant to the general or other Roman forces wandering off
the beaten track.

The cap on Mounted Artillery pieces is now set at 6 per team / alliance instead of 6 per army.

When a host decides to make changes to the game setup (e.g. add new player slots) in a multiplayer
lobby, these changes are now more accurately displayed to the clients in the lobby.

In Multiplayer Campaign mode, the &quot;Show AI player moves&quot; option is now reflected correctly
for the client.
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Multiplayer Ambush battles can no longer be started with 2v2 (or greater) numbers of players. This battle
type is now limited to 1v1 as intended.

Whilst in a Campaign as Egypt, the &quot;Defender of Alexandria&quot; mission now requires the
correct target to be completed.

Various fixes for men being unable to disembark from ships in battles.

Balancing Changes

Re-balancing for Transport ships.

Enemies routing now have double the morale impact.

The Form Square unit ability now gives a small increase to morale and a bracing bonus in battles.

Re-balancing for the damage rate of fire on burning buildings and gates.

The Charge timeout tolerance has been reduced so heavy units aren’t so good at chasing down
skirmishers.

Further reductions to Casualty morale penalties at lower levels.

Flanking and rear charge morale penalties have been increased.

Increase morale penalty for general death/fleeing.

Increased effect of rear attack in melee.

Reduced melee defence stats for most units, and increased shield melee defence values to even out the
differences between units.

Melee attack reduced slightly for most units.

Increased melee defence for all shock cavalry units.

Tweaked balancing of Hoplite units.

Fix for Silver Shield Pikemen using wrong shield type.

Usability Improvements

Players can now customise the emblem on their Generals and Admirals banners. 32 new emblems have
been added. When you select a General or Admiral on the Campaign map, and click the
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&quot;Details&quot; button, players can select a new emblem via a new user interface.

Switching graphics quality will no longer reset changes made to the &quot;run in window&quot;
checkbox.

Fixed issue in Multiplayer Campaign diplomacy, where both players had control over the accept/cancel
buttons at same time, so they could (for example) spam the send offer button to result in multiple trade
agreements with same player.

Fixed user interface exploit which allowed the players in battles in Legendary difficulty, to pause battles
and still issue orders to their units.

The Maintain blockade button no longer appears on the pre-battle screen after attacking an enemy army
and clicking fight battle.

In Campaign modes, if an army is embarked on a navy and in a port (e.g. by capturing a port settlement
with an army/navy) it is now easier to get that army out of the water and into the garrison.

Fixed issue where if the player declared war several times successively in diplomacy in Campaign
modes, some of the text on the declare war panel would go missing.

Improved &quot;Culture Details&quot; interface when the mouse is placed over the &quot;Culture&quot;
icon on a &quot;Province Details&quot; panel in Campaign modes.

Slowed down scrolling with the mouse wheel on the Province tab in Campaign modes, as it was too fast.

Prologue chapters are now unlocked as soon as the player plays them.

Improved the progress bar above ships in battles when they are boarding each other.

Fixed strength bar not being setup in negotiation screen of Diplomacy.

The Banner emblems have been removed from the top of barbarian unit banners to make it easier to
distinguish Generals and Admirals.

The Cruel agent trait now has a positive icon instead of a negative one, as it has a positive effect.

Improved responsiveness of the Technology panel user interface in Campaign modes.

In Chat, remembered chat rooms are no longer re-created when they are not found. This is to fix the
issue of lots of chat rooms being created, that only contain 1 person.

There is now a faction flag for each alliance involved in battle on the loading screen when loading into a
battle.

Saving keyboard setups with characters such as &quot;&, ,&quot; or ' &quot; in the name is now
supported.

The list of save games in the Save / Load menu now loads faster, and prevent the player from
over-writing files with the same name by prompting them when this is about to occur.

Fixed issue when giving a double click move/attack order to a unit while dragging units into formation at
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the same time, which caused the drag-outs to get stuck to the cursor.

Fix for a bug in the &quot;Cloud&quot; tab of the save menu. When closing the menu and re-opening it,
the &quot;Cloud&quot; tab was selected, but the cloud saves weren't listed.

Fix for a bug that allowed the player to use the &quot;ping&quot; function (which draws yellow arrows on
the campaign map, when the player presses the [F5] key) in *Single Player Campaign, so it now only
works in Multiplayer Campaign as intended.

When there is a civil war during a Carthage campaign game, the emerging Adirim Loyalists' faction icon
is now sown next to the settlement names of settlements owned by Adirim Loyalists, instead of the
original Carthage faction icon.

Fixed various missing texture issues on unit banners in battles for reinforcements, disembarking ships,
and when had flags were off then turned on.

The group morale frames on Unit Banners are coloured same as ungrouped units in battles.

The &quot;Attacker Direction&quot; dropdown list has been hidden instead of greyed out in the Battle
Setup screens for Custom and Multiplayer battles, when not applicable, to avoid confusion.

Trample abilities effects on fatigue are now clearer in battles.

In the Custom Battle setup screen, the Mare Ibericum battle map no longer remains selected when the
player selects another map.

The portrait of the selected character on the Character Details screen in Campaign modes no longer
overlaps frame around the portrait.

Fixed for land unit style category icons and tooltips sometimes being shown on ship unit banners during
battles.

Fixed subtitles on some tutorial videos in the Encyclopaedia.

Fixed a bug where destroying one slave army would kill / make all the other slave armies disappear.

Unit cards now scale horizontally to a certain limit, to reduce the likelihood of requiring double row of
cards, which takes up quite a lot of space on the screen.

The &quot;Active Missions&quot; button in the objectives panel now highlights correctly when selected.

The description text for the second objective (&quot;White India&quot;) of the fifth historical chapter
(&quot;Excelsior&quot;) of the Parthia faction now fits correctly in the text box in the Objectives panel.

If the player uses the encyclopaedia shortcut while scrolling a menu, the scroll bar button will no longer
appear on top (overlap) the encyclopaedia page.

Experience levelling up effects on banners are no longer displayed when banners themselves are
hidden, e.g. in Cinematic Camera view in Battles.

The &quot;Roma Captured&quot; video now plays when Rome is captured on the Campaign map, when
the player choses to loot or raze Roma.
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Fixed bug when making an Offer / Demand in diplomacy that would stop the diplomats mouth from
moving as they spoke.

Players can no longer select the Greek faction in Multiplayer Campaign mode with the arrow keys, when
they don't own the Greek States Culture Pack DLC, which led to both players being returned to the main
menu when loading the campaign.

Having the &quot;Add Offer/ Demand&quot; window open in diplomacy, while breaking a treaty will no
longer cause the &quot;Add Offer/ Demand&quot; window to remain visible.

Players can now load a fleet or army on coastal and port assault battles, instead of only fleets.

Fix for Socii units missing variations in battles.

Added greaves to Carthaginian Hoplites units in battles.

Fix for Chosen Spear and Sword band missing helmet variation in battles.

Event messages that open automatically will now correctly open in order, one by one.

Pressing the &quot;Cancel&quot; button when changing the Push To Talk key in the Voice Chat Settings
menu now works as expected.

The icon for glassware is now visible on the Hieron Ton Megalon Theon's building card.

Better consistency between the attributes that are displayed on the recruitment user interface for
Generals and the attributes of the General once recruited.

Fixed tool tip on notification icon that appears on the &quot;Details&quot; button when units are available
to upgrade.

When entering the diplomacy screen for the first time in Campaign modes, the accompanying speech
now matches the text displayed.

Promotion level is now displayed on the Faction Summary and Faction Details *Panel in Campaign
modes when a character is selected.

Placeholder text no longer displays on the pre-battle user interface for one player, when a rebel army
attacks the other player in Multiplayer Campaign mode.

Pressing the Escape key while pacing the mouse over a construction options in the Settlement Details
panel no longer leaves the construction options open while closing the Settlement Detail panel.

Increased Cataphract armour, and strong version added for Royal Cataphracts units.

Changed armour for Eastern Noble Horse Archers to Cataphracts.

Fix for incorrect colouring of battle list entries.

Clicking on the &quot;zoom to location&quot; button on event messages will now always take you to the
correct location.
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Added in missing standard bearers to Spartan and Carthaginian infantry units.

When an agent is with an army that is accompanying a fleet, separating the agent from the army now
updates the user interface correctly, so that the agent no longer appears like it's with the army.

Fixed missing text on the &quot;Accept&quot; button when offering diplomacy to another faction in
Campaign modes.

Fixed the arrows buttons functionality on various scrollbars in the Campaign user interface.

When viewing the total number of army units listed in a merged fleet, in the top left corner of the unit
panel in campaign modes, it now correctly shows the number of units instead of incorrectly displaying
the fleet total.

When a unit gains a rank during or after a battle in Campaign modes, there is now a
&quot;level-up&quot; animation to highlight this.

The red left and right arrows on either side of the settlement name in the left hand side of the screen
when a settlement is selected on the campaign map, now toggle between settlements more effectively.

When the Rhodes region is captured on the Campaign map, and under player control, viewing the
Tactical Map will now colour the region correctly.

The arrow to sort by Food Production in the Province panel in Campaign modes now sorts correctly.

Switching between different forces on the Campaign map, while in the Details panel is open, will now
update the stance button, so the changing the stance with this button will now set the stance for the
currently selected force.

When looking for an online multiplayer battle, the list of games available are in the Battle List window
can now be scrolled with the mouse wheel.

When exiting negotiations with faction in the Diplomacy panel, that faction now stays selected in faction
list so the player doesn't have to scroll down the whole list each time.

When placing the mouse over buildings that can be converted in a settlement in Campaign modes, the
mouse now highlights the upgrades correctly.

Fixed the sort by diplomatic status button in the &quot;Known Factions&quot; list in the diplomacy panel
in Campaign Modes.

In Multiplayer Campaign, when one player declares war on a faction and confirms this, the &quot;Call
your Allies to help!&quot; checkbox is now hidden, as changing it after this point didn't do anything.

While choosing an agent action in Campaign modes, the player can now see the current treasury status
of the agent in the agent action panel.

During all Quick Battle multiplayer games, when any player enters the deployment screen they are no
longer shown as Rome for a couple of seconds while the game is set up.

The expanded tooltip for client state in diplomacy now no longer always displays 0.
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Arrow keys can no longer be used to move artillery weapons in First Person mode, as this was not an
intended feature.

Fixed incomes from client states and satrapies not being shown correctly in diplomacy.

Improved menu response to use of double-click when using the &quot;Controls&quot; menu under
&quot;Settings&quot; in the main menu.

In the Controls menu, if changes are made to controls and the Accept button is pressed, the save dialog
appears automatically. If this dialog is cancelled, and the Accept button is pressed again, all control
changes will no longer be discarded without warning.

Fixed some layout issues with faction list in multiplayer campaign.

Added hull upgrade icon to Unit Cards, and fixed upgrade icons not appearing in battle.

Fixed the &quot;Zoom to Province&quot; button in campaign modes sometimes zooming to the last
region within the province group, instead of the capital (main settlement).

Removed the confirmation dialog when quitting a battle when the player had already won and was
chasing down routers, to avoid confusion about what will happen (as the player has already won, quitting
just ends the battle with victory).

Text made more clear in the confirmation dialog when quitting a battle.

The wider your resize the chat window the more rooms you can now see.

The Escape key now works correctly with the &quot;Lock Visibility&quot; option in chat.

Fixed issue where the cursor wouldn't update, if it had mouse over a text input box when transitioned
between different areas of game, and stay as a text cursor within battles (for example).

In the Defence of Campania chapter of the Prologue campaign, the &quot;infinity symbol&quot; is no
longer displayed on unit cards when the units can be recruited.

Fixed flickering graphics when the &quot;downgrade warning&quot; message appears on loading
screens.

Fixed issue where the shroud would disappear from the Campaign Tactical Map and Mini-Map when
entering Tactical Map or moving a character.

Fixed for rain being shown as an option for snowy regions in the Custom Battle setup screen, as it would
just appear as snow in the battle anyway.

Added tooltips to the left and right arrows in &quot;Your Forces&quot; panel in pre-battle campaign
phase.

Added some missing text for reinforcements on the pre-battle loading screen.

Altered tooltip for Siege Turn Time and Fix for Order of Battle reinforcements tooltip not displaying.

The text for &quot;Shoa AI player movements&quot; in Italian (&quot;Mostra mosse dei giocatori&quot;)
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now fits correctly in the Multiplayer Campaign setup menu.

Phase timers are now displayed as a ring around Ability buttons in battles.

Added some text that was missing from the Faction Summary screen in Campaign modes.

Added current ancillary card to the &quot;Ancillary Gained&quot; event message.

The Province details button no longer remains selected after deselecting a settlement.

Removed the sound effect when placing the mouse over blank / empty character options in the Family
Politics panel.

Update to the hyperlinks for '&quot;Amies&quot; in the Prologue Defence of Campania.

The text for &quot;Game Mode&quot; in Italian (&quot;Modalità di gioco&quot;) now fits correctly in the
button in the Multiplayer Campaign setup menu.

Some hyperlinks in the user interface in Campaign modes have been removed, as it opened a blank
page in the Encyclopaedia.

Fix for grammar errors in the subject dilemma text.

Various localisation text and audio fixes in French, Italian, German, Spanish, Czech, Russian, Polish and
Turkish.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por Annibal - 08 Oct 2013 11:13
_____________________________________

Sobre el tema de las Caballerias

Caesar; cargue ayer con mis 6 catafractos contra tus dos legiones sagradas; para comprobar si esta
bien arreglado el juego; posiblemente se conozca; con vistas al CWC; pero una cosa es saberlo y otra
coas es comprobarlo; hay que comprobar las cosas; y mas con los parches que van saliendo; fue una
locura; pero tenemos que comprobar que el juego esta bien.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoDraco - 08 Oct 2013 11:46
_____________________________________

Vamos q más q un parche parece la mitad del juego q falta, no creeis? 
 , en fin, veremos si lo de las caballerías es verdad, con el tema honderos , no se que decir, si además
de alcance mejoras daño y punteria, las facciones q no tengan cretenses o baleares van a estar en
desventaja, a ver cuando sale el parche para testearlo 
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============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltiberoCaesarAug - 08 Oct 2013 13:51
_____________________________________

Mejor dicho o tienes rodanos u olvidate de los proyectiles... Me parece y gran paso otras. Ahora no
estaba del todo balanceado el tema arcosVShondas pero lo justo para dar juego con el
alcance+num.proyectilesVSpunteria+daño, esto se va cargar esa parte de la batalla si es como entendi.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoEmbirrado - 08 Oct 2013 14:01
_____________________________________

¿Pero sirven de algo los proyectiles? Yo creo que trae mas cuenta gastar la pasta de los proyectiles en
llevar alguna infanteria mas y hacer un rush. Por que duelos de proyectiles sólo se ven si hay una
intención previa de que así sea. Cosa que he visto en pocos jugadores.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltiberoCaesarAug - 08 Oct 2013 14:05
_____________________________________

Embi, ante un rush siempre te sobran los proyectiles. Aun así, 4 arqueros cretenses/rodanos antes de
que lleguen a mele pueden cargarse 2-3 unidades, más el apoyo contra la moral que PUEDEN darte. Y
digo pueden porque no siempre se consigue posicionarlos mucho.

Es decir, como siempre.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltiberoCaesarAug - 08 Oct 2013 14:11
_____________________________________

Y anibal, ayer te suicidaste, no es reveladora la situacion.

Me cargaste a 2 sagradas formadas y otras 2 en tu flanco, sin entrar las 4 cabs que estaban al
80-90%... Prueba una carga por el flanco o espalda a una unidad de infanteria pareja(eliteVSElite...etc),
veras como en el parche3 ya se ha mejorado mucho el tema de las cargas y ya no se quedan TAN
atascadas. Para mi las cabs les queda un poco de potebcia de carga, un poco; por lo demas, creo que
estan bien.

 Por cierto que le gustaria probar enfrentar catafractos contra otras elites de cabs como pretorianos,
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compañeros o aspis compañeros.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoEmbirrado - 08 Oct 2013 14:13
_____________________________________

Pero es que a mi rushea todo cristo online. Me llama la atención por que ni camperos artilleros veo XD
XD  XD

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltiberoCaesarAug - 08 Oct 2013 14:17
_____________________________________

Pues vente con nosotros a jugar embi!!! XD

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoJaskier - 08 Oct 2013 15:09
_____________________________________

Camperos artilleros había, al menos al principio, supongo que aprenderian que eso no valía para nada.

Lo de los rusheros la verdad es que bastante pocos he visto, especialmente en las batallas rápidas.
Prácticamente todos los que me han echo un rush han sido en partidas normales, ya os digo que no son
tantos.

Embi que hace enfrentadote a rusheros cuando te puedes enfrentar a las falanges de Caesar 

A ver cuando te pasas y echamos unas partidas 

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por Annibal - 08 Oct 2013 15:17
_____________________________________

CeltiberoCaesarAug escribió:

Pues vente con nosotros a jugar embi!!! XD
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Claro Embirrrado; dejate de mariconadas¡; entra.. que entre el Gran HSAT; el Gallego; el pamplonica; el
maño; Draco; Jordi; y unos pocos mas que podemos; Nos damos bien de Hostias¡

Por cierto a nostros contra guris si nos sacaron Catapultas y muchas, rusheo rapido; como dura poco el
combate; pelota de unidades a tu favor siempre y las catapultas quedan inservibles; con este rome
sacar catapultas no es tan beneficioso ya.

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por spartatop - 09 Oct 2013 09:38
_____________________________________

Sabeis cuando sale el parche 4?

Sabeis cuando sale el dlc de los seliucidas?

gracias

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoClearco - 09 Oct 2013 10:44
_____________________________________

No se cuando lo liberaran, pero ya te lo puedes bajar en su fase beta, yo lo tengo. Por cierto, este
parche vuelve a tocar el starpos por lo que para notar todos sus cambios en campaña, habrá que
empezar una nueva.

En cuanto a los DLC, es evidente que no se atreven a sacar ninguno, ni el de sangre..., hasta que no
arreglen el juego.

Sería el colmo vender DLC's de un juego con tal cantidad de fallos.

============================================================================
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Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por spartatop - 09 Oct 2013 13:22
_____________________________________

gracias por tu respuesta y tu aclaracion sobre la campaña

saludos

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltíberoDraco - 10 Oct 2013 11:27
_____________________________________

Annibal escribió:

CeltiberoCaesarAug escribió:

Pues vente con nosotros a jugar embi!!! XD

Claro Embirrrado; dejate de mariconadas¡; entra.. que entre el Gran HSAT; el Gallego; el pamplonica; el
maño; Draco; Jordi; y unos pocos mas que podemos; Nos damos bien de Hostias¡

Por cierto a nostros contra guris si nos sacaron Catapultas y muchas, rusheo rapido; como dura poco el
combate; pelota de unidades a tu favor siempre y las catapultas quedan inservibles; con este rome
sacar catapultas no es tan beneficioso ya.

Di q si Annibal, chica masacre les hicimos nosotros a esos guiris y eso q nos sacaron 4 artillerias fijas, 3
min nos duraron, lo q tardamos en llegar a ellos; ja ja ja.

Embi, vente con nosotros hombre, q nos lo pasamos genial todas las noches repartiéndonos amor y
respeto en el campo de batalla todas las noches, así comprobarás lo valiosos q son los proyectiles
contra falanges. 

============================================================================

Re: Parche 4º Beta.
Publicado por CeltiberoRegne - 11 Oct 2013 14:23
_____________________________________
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Por lo que he visto, puede que sea el parche de los peltastas/jabalineros. Reciben un gran incremento
de daño.

============================================================================
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